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encapsulating sound
thesis abstract and proposal

Thesis Statement:
This thesis aims to identify the acoustic anomalies of Cannon
Chapel by understanding how its visitants typically occupy the
flexible space, the use of materials, and the shape of the spaces,
and therefore to accurately resolve those acoustic anomalies,
improving the auditory experience of those visitants and
advancing architectural acoustic research.

The topic of acoustics or how sound travels through a space
has been considered in architectural design since the times of
Vitruvius. It was noted then that because architecture became
experiential to a person through all senses, that other senses
should become just as important as vision when designing.
Paul Rudolph, who designed Cannon Chapel, did so with the
goal of not only being visually rewarding, but also acoustically
rewarding. The design was thorough to meet this standard. It
allowed for everything in the space to be flexible and
re-organized to offer each religious group what it needed for
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it’s ritual practice. Although Rudolph strongly considered
acoustics in his design, the consideration of the flexibility of
the program, different groups, and how that then impacted
how sound would travel through space could not have been
predicted acoustically prior to construction. This issue
prevented the intended acoustic experience from being
discovered by all religious groups who were enfolded by the
space, because the entire space was being utilized differently
depending on who was occupying it. Vitruvius implemented
echea or sounding vases into the pre-existing theaters of
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ancient Greece to resolve what were unpredictable acoustic
imbalances in those spaces, improving the acoustic design.
Correctly implementing acoustic design has been an
ever-growing topic since Vitruvius fathered the idea. However,
some flexible spaces cannot be predicted acoustically
because of the nature of the program and the variable
interactions that the occupants or sound sources have with the
space. Through observation and understanding of how the
space actually works, one can propose a flexible acoustic
system to reflect the sound necessary for acoustic accuracy.

In order to go about designing this flexible acoustic system,
both in-person and digital testing needs to be done to define
the acoustic anomalies that are in Cannon Chapel. The
in-person testing will be conducted with a simulating sound
source placed where the religious leader of a specific religious
group would be positioned and then sound receivers will also
be placed around the vicinity to pick up the sound and
frequency at which the sound is received. The digital sound
particle simulations will then be run to visualizze the sound
waves and to potentially show where the sound is being

interfered with. Both of these tests put together should infallibly
decipher the sound issues that each religious group contests
with while occupying the space. Design implications can then
be considered and the space should be acoustically optimized
through the re-running of the digital tests with proposed
design inside of the space. The final goal of the project is to
create a template that allows for acoustic optimization in
shared religious spaces. This would push the topic of multi
purpose flexible spaces into the realm of religious spaces and
could create added reasoning into this dialogue.

7
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CANNON CHAPEL
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Cannon Chapel was designed by Paul Rudolph with every intention of emphasizing both visual and
acoustic efforts. The interdenominational chapel was also designed to be extremely flexible,
allowing for the space to be utilized in many different ways.

9

cannon chapel

emory university - atlanta, georgia
“All architecture is, for me, a matter of participation
of the human being– contrary to what a lot of people
have had to say. I regard it as memorable space. It
must be acoustically and visually rewarding. You
should be aware that you have arrived at a room
where theater is going to take place. You ought to
feel you’re absolutely at the same level as the
performance. I don’t think it can be just any old
room; it needs to be a breathing, dynamic thing.”
- Paul Rudolph, 1981

the chapel’s beginnings

Cannon Chapel was designed and built by Paul Rudolph
who was the son of one of the first graduates of Candler
School of Theology. Ground was broken in 1979 by
President Jimmy Carter and then in 1981 the church was
finally consecrated. The chapel is known to have a complex
structure, built on multiple axes that can offer different
views from different directions. The main feature that the
chapel introduces are its barrel vaults that are raised to
different heights and then stacked upon each other to
create interstitial space where the audience convenes. The
structure does not appear out of place. Its poured concrete
exterior blends well with the gray marble buildings beside it
and it is topped with a red tile roof which allows it to blend
further with its surrounding context.

10
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Cannon Chapel, 515 South Kilgo Cir NE, Atlanta, GA 30322
11

cannon chapel

3

after restoration

changes to the building include:
1. An upgrade to the audio-visual capabilities for the classrooms and
for the main sanctuary to allow for live video capture and streaming

2. Replacement of the original parquet floors
3. Reparation of water damage on the ceiling
4. Refinishing of the lectern and main altar
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4

5
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5. Replacement of carpeting throughout the building
6. Installing new furnishings in some rooms

7

7. Increasing lighting and improving lighting efficiency by replacing the
old fluorescent lights

8. Repainting the pews
9. Adjusting teaching and meeting spaces to make them more flexible
10. Making upgrades to satisfy the Americans with Disabilities Act

6

7

8

11. Adding ablution stations for Muslim worshippers’ ritual washing

5
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The renovations done in the sanctuary space of Cannon Chapel altered the pre-existing acoustics
13

cannon chapel
& its designed flexibility

Cannon Chapel is designed to be a flexible space for any
and all religious practices to utilize. When designing the
space, Paul Rudolph ensured that the space was optimized
for flexibility. There are different posts where specific
religious memorabilia can be removed and replaced with a
different religious groups’ memorabilia. This flexibility is
then reflected in the seating around the chapel.
The chapel allows for full capacity in larger religious groups
and also gives consideration to smaller religious groups
that may occupy its space. In particular, there are three
main religious groups that utilize Cannon Chapel on a
weekly basis.The protestant religious group normally
occupies all of the chapel’s flexible space, the Catholic
religious group occupies about one-half to three-quarters of
the chapel’s flexible space and the Islamic religious group
occupies the ground floor level of the chapel’s religious
space. These three religions are considered thoroughly in
the chapel’s design in all ways, except acoustically.

The chapel accomodates the different
religions by allowing for flexibility of
space and incorporating flexible stand
posts that grant each religious group
the opportunity to personalize the
space. Each religious group upholds
their own relics during their specific
service.


 
      
   
      
       
    
 

No Ordinary Chapel by Shelley V. Brown, 1981
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ACOUSTICS IN SPACE
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This interdenominational chapel was designed to accomodate all religious groups. However,
flexible design needs flexible intervention. The acoustics of Cannon Chapel were considered in
design, but the occupation of the space can be randomized and can also negatively affect the
acoustics of this spiritually experiential space.
17

acoustic

/əˈkoostik/
1. the properties or qualities of a room or building that determine how sound is transmitted in it

acoustics & the senses

hierarchy of senses: sight, sound, touch, taste, smell

12’

8’

shape

When designing spaces, the form or shape of the final space will
impact the transmission of sounds through the space. Uninterrupted
sound moves from its source equally in all directions. For example,
if the sound source were in the middle of the space and the sound
were to leave its source and travel through an unsymmetrical
shaped space, the sound would reflect back sooner or later than
the entirity of the sound dependent on when each unsymmetrical
surface is hit.

dimension

When designing spaces, the dimensions of the final space will
impact the transmission of sounds through the space. Uninterrupted
sound moves from its source equally in all directions. For example,
if the sound source were in the middle of the space and the sound
were to leave its source and travel through a narrow/vertical space,
the sound would reflect back sooner horizontally than the sound
would reflect back vertically.

construction

When designing spaces, the construction of the final space will
impact the transmission of sounds through the space. Uninterrupted
sound moves from its source equally in all directions. For example,
if the sound source were in the middle of the space that had been
designed with insulated walls, specific materiality, and pre-arranged
programmatic interaction spaces, the sound would reflect in the
space in a more calibrated way.

These three spatial elements impact how sound moves through a space without other obstructions

18
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1. sight

The acoustics of a space cannot
typically be seen unless the sound
receiver has some form of
synesthesia or other sense disibility.

2. sound

The acoustics of a space are mainly
received through the sound sense.
The frequency of sound that humans
can comfortably hear is roughly
between 20 hertz to 20,000 hertz. If
the sound frequency is higher or
lower, the sound becomes
uncomfortable.

3. touch

The acoustics of a space can
sometimes be received through the
touch sense in space depending on
how close to the original sound source
the sound receiver is and if the sound
produced is low enough to produce
vibrations that can be noticeably felt.

4. taste

The acoustics of a space cannot
typically be tasted unless the sound
receiver has some form of
synesthesia or other sense disibility.

5. smell

The acoustics of a space cannot
typically be smelled unless the sound
receiver has some form of
synesthesia or other sense disibility.

Only the sound and touch senses can perceive acoustics while inside of a space. However, out of
all of the senses, sight is considered to be the most important because humans perceive roughly
80% of their surroundings through sight. (Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences)
19

cannon chapel acoustics

cannon chapel acoustics

acoustic anomalies

how sound travels through cannon chapel
When sound is released from its source, it spans and either
goes directly to the listener or it reflects off of the
surrounding surfaces. Direct sound hits the listener first,
after that it is followed with the first reflection, then the
reverberation of the sound follows that.
In Cannon Chapel, space and sound are interlaced in
importance. How the space is formed can affect how the
listener hears the sound produced in the space. While
designing the chapel, Paul Rudolph wanted to combine
both physical appeal as well as acoustic appeal. He
incorporated barrel vaults throughout the chapel for many
reasons. Rudolph wanted to relate to the surrounding
context of the pre-existing barrel vaults that were on
Emory’s campus, but he also wanted to create pocket
spaces throughout the chapel where seating was located.
Rudolph wanted to control how the sounds of the space
would be delivered to the audience and used the barrel
vaults to allow sound to travel in to the pockets and be
received by the audience more effectively. He also noticed
how the audience could be sound sources and used the
barrel vaults to help keep the sounds from the audience
contained to just the audience so as not to distract the
group’s leader.
These barrel vaults were then extended upwards for both
the appeal of vision and being granted the feeling of ascent,
bust also for the goal of allowing the sound to expand
vertically, allowing for the sound to become lighter.
The space was also designed using surfaces that were
beautiful, but also did a good job of transferring sound
easily. This was all done to create both a visually and
acoustically sound space.
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Multiple reflections from the walls of the space where a single impulse was produced by a single sound
source. Then, through the span of time, the sound travels in different paths to reach the listener.

shape (barrel vaults)
How the shape of the barrel vaults angles
the sound downward to create a unique
sound experience

dimension (verticality)
How the different heights of the spaces
allow for the sound to elevate upward

12’

construction (materiality)
How the construction and chosen
materiality either dampens or amplifies
the sound

8’

these three spatial elements impact how sound moves through cannon chapel without obstructions
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barrel vault shape
& its impact on acoustics

curved ceiling reflections
Cannon Chapel is comprised of multiple barrel vaults to
allow for relation to its surrounding context as well as
opportunity for reflection of sound. These barrel vaults
define the spaces below them as signified seating spaces.
This becomes visually pleasing to anyone who comes and
observes a service in the chapel, but can also create an
acoustic difference depending on where the person is
sitting in the these seating spaces. This is so because the
seating spaces are tiered instead of being flat. The curve of
the barrel vault reflects sound down towards the observers,
but because the pews are tiered to different heights, each
observer will receive the sound at a different time
depending on which height they are sitting at. The leader of
whichever group is in practice is always at ground level and
the ground level to base of floor height is relevant in
predicting how long it will take for the direct sound to reach
the observer.
Taking all of these factors into consideration will allow for
the observation of how sound moves through Cannon
Chapel to create a direct response to this acoustic anomaly.

barrel vaults

Because Cannon Chapel’s form is constructed with barrel vaults
to create an interstitial space for the chapel’s seating, the way
sound moves through those spaces is unique. The chapel’s
seating spaces elevate upward after each extension, but have
the same floor to ceiling height in the spaces that are created
underneath each seating extension. The curve in the barrel vault
allows for the sound to enter from the main chapel space and
reflect down to the audience. It also works to prevent the sound
of the audience from extending towards the leader of the group.
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vault span

The vault span over the main seating areas is roughly 18
feet with the largest vault spanning roughly 32 feet.
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sanctuary dimension
& its impact on acoustics

verticality throughout space
Cannon Chapel is comprised of multiple vertical spaces to
give off the feeling of ascent. These defined spaces differ in
both floor to ceiling height, as well as in the ground level to
base of floor height. This becomes visually pleasing to
anyone who comes and observes a service in the chapel,
but can also create an acoustic difference depending on
where the person is sitting in the sanctuary space. This
difference can be easily defined by the observer because
the reverberation time becomes dramatically faster in
spaces where the floor to ceiling height in shorter and
becomes dramatically slower in spaces where the floor to
ceiling height is taller. This simply means that sound in
tighter spaces hits the surrounding structure and returns to
the listener at a faster rate than it would if the space was
larger in height. Because the leader of each group in
practice is always at ground level, the ground level to base
of floor height is relevant in predicting how long it will take
for the direct sound to reach the observer.

different ceiling heights

Cannon Chapel’s form is constructed with the focus of
barrel vaults that connect and rest upon each other in a
counter-clockwise motion. These barrel vaults were
implemented into the design to pay homage to Emory
University’s original chapel that was designed by Henry
Hornbostel as well as to also create an interstitial space for
the chapel’s seating. Because the next vault rests on the
vault that came before it, the chapel’s seating spaces
elevate upward after each extension. When sound moves
upwards through the space, it reflects off of the barrel
vaults and back towards the audience.

24
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Section through Chapel - East

There is also the consideration of how sound from the
observer may reach the leader of each religious group.
Sounds coming from higher tiers will not be as prominent
as sounds coming from the lower tiers or even ground
floor. However, there is more to be considered with this.
Because the orientation of the leader can be adjusted based
on which religious group is in practice, there could be
undefined anomalies that the leader experiences that are
also dependant on the dimension of the space and
placement of the leader.
Taking all of these factors into consideration will allow for
the observation of how sound moves through Cannon
Chapel to create a direct response to these anomalies.
Section through Chapel - North
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sanctuary construction
& its impact on acoustics

materiality throughout space

8

1. concrete

8

2. wooden pews
3. carpet
4. wooden parquet floors
5. painted sheet metal (air ducts)
6. bronze hardware (bannisters and edge guards)

5

1
3

2

5

6

7. thin wooden paneling (vertical and horizontal)

7

4

8. windows (angled and vertical)

2

1
3

Section through Chapel - East

materiality and seating

The materiality throughout Cannon Chapel is sporadic to
please both aesthetic and acoustic qualities. The sanctuary
space is mostly comprised of wooden-formed concrete as
well as drywall to give a juxtaposition between the structure
and the seperation of spaces. From there the space
consists of wooden parquet floors, wooden pews, thin
wooden panels that line the space vertically as well as
horizontally, bronze hardware on the bannisters and edge
guards, and carpet throughout the seating spaces. After the
building was built, HVAC was designed specifically to fit the
space.
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tiered seating throughout space

1

5

2
2

3
7

6
4

2

1

3

Section through Chapel - North
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CHAPEL PRECEDENTS
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Considering the chapel design of a previous project designed by Paul Rudolph and a church
designed to fit the context of Emory’s campus assists in divulging the intention of visual and
acoustic design in both of these categories and how they comprise together.

29

church design compare/contrast

tuskegee chapel to cannon chapel to glenn memorial methodist church

tuskegee chapel

Designed by Paul Rudolph
Interdenominational Chapel
Tuskegee, Alabama
Completed in 1969
Form was on one major axis in the main chapel space, but ceiling
height changed throughout to allow for sound to project back
downward at a unique angle

cannon chapel

Designed by Paul Rudolph
Interdenominational Chapel
Emory University, Atlanta
Completed in 1981
Form was on multiple axes and interstitial spaces were created with
the intention of sound being contained in these spaces

glenn memorial church

Designed influenced by Henry Hornbostel
Methodist Church
Emory University, Atlanta
Completed in 1931
Form was rectangular and straight-forward to allow for all to have a
front facing view of any services

Tuskegee Chapel and Glenn Memorial are being compared to Cannon Chapel because Tuskegee
and Cannon were designed by the same architect and Glenn Memorial and Cannon are the only
two chapels on Emory’s campus.
30
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tuskegee chapel (interior)
Hyperbolic Ceiling
Different Ceiling to Floor Heights
Carpet Seating Area
Brick Walls
Light Wells

cannon chapel (interior)

Barrel Vaults
Different Ceiling to Floor Heights
Carpet Seating Areas
Concrete Walls
Light Wells

glenn memorial (interior)

Flat Ceiling
Same Ceiling to Floor Height
Tiled Seating Area
Plaster Walls
Light Wells

Each church’s design was done with the consideration of acoustics. Comparing church interior
design is done here in an effort to understand the acoustic efforts that were put into design

31
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RELIGIOUS GROUPS
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Cannon Chapel is designed to accomodate any religious group, but the chapel is utilized mostly by
Protestant, Catholic, and Islamic groups each week. These three religious groups use the space in
very different ways and because of this, the acoustics designed for the sanctuary as a whole, need
decided acoustic intervention.
33

Protestant religious group
typical chapel layout

The Protestant faith flourishes on the goal of sharing the
gospels and bringing as many people to Christ as possible.
This goal allows for services of Protestant faith to include
consistent followers, as well as those looking to find Christ
as their Savior. Because of this, Protestant services work to
fill the spaces of worship up with as many as possible. The
entire worship space can be used to worship freely. There
tends to be a pastor who speaks the scripture and leads
songs of worship to those in attendance.

The Protestant religious group is the
largest group to occupy the chapel for
any given service. Acoustics in this
specific layout will be tested and
eventually resolved through the
design of a flexible acoustic system
specific to this religious group.

A Protestant religious group occupying as much seating space as is available inside of Cannon Chapel.

Protestant services on a Sunday

Worship

Cannon Chapel allows for the Protestant group to convene
in its space on Sundays to partake in worship services. The
space is typically completely occupied because of the goal
of reaching as many as possible. Chairs are used on the
ground floor and pews are occupied in the tiered seating.
The group will surround the pastor who typically will be
standing by the organ at the end of the ground floor. There
are roughly 60-70 participants.

5am
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6am

7am

8am 9am 10am 11am 12pm 1pm

2pm

3pm

4pm

5pm 6pm

7pm

The typical occupation of the Protestant religious group
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in-person acoustic testing
& how the sound affects the experience

Tier 3

The average person can hear between the range of 20 20,000 Hertz. The average human voice releases sound at a
frequency of around 440 Hz. This pitch of sound is also
considered to be a standard pitch for music around the
world.

Tier 4
Tier 1

Ground Floor
Tier 2

In these acoustic studies, the pastor is the sound source
and those in the congregation of around 60-70 people are
the sound receivers. Everyone who participates in
Protestant worship occupies the ground floor and all of the
tiers of seating that spiral upwards. This means that the
sound has to be transferred from the sound source to the
sound receivers at the same level as the sound source, and
then upwards towards tiers one, two, three, and four.

In-person testing was done to express
the prominence of the acoustic
experience. It is visually represented
that the ground floor sound receivers
pick up on sound from the source
easier than the tier 4 sound receivers.

Sound Receiver Data with Sound Source at 440 Hz

Tier 1

Tier 4
Tier 3
Tier 2
Tier 1
Ground Floor
0:00
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Tier 3

Ground Floor
Tier 2

When participating in acoustic studies inside of Cannon
Chapel, this pitch was used as the sound source because
of its universal commonality. In the Protestant faith,
worship is held in congregation and is led by the pastor.
When worshipping, the congregation is normally spread
throughout the space while the pastor stands in front of the
congregation.

Tier 4

Sound Source
Distance from Sound Source
to Sound Reciever
Sound Reciever
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0:01

0:02

0:03

0:04

0:05

0:06

0:07

The expression of acoustic prominence for the Protestant religious group
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digital acoustic testing

Sound Expansion at 4 ms

& how the sound affects the experience
With the Protestant group being laid out in its typical
manner, a digital sound study can be conducted to trace
where sound will spread and what anomalies will impact the
religious experience. The experience is heard by the
observers who occupy all feasible space while in a
Protestant religious service. As sound spreads over the
span of time, it becomes apparent that the experience
becomes altered for some observers based on where they
are seated or standing in the sanctuary space.

1

These particle sound study diagrams show exactly what is
happening at what exact time and point out where possible
sound anomalies are in the space after the sound is
released. By defining these issues and pointing out overall
anomalies, a flexible acoustic system can be mapped out
and placed to help improve the auditory experience.

Digital testing was done to illustrate
how the sound moves through the
space and what obstructions create
acoustic anomalies. The Protestant
religious group’s acoustic testing is as
follows:
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Sound Expansion at 27.5 ms

Sound Source: Pastor

Sound Source: Pastor

Sound Source: Pastor

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound waves first hit this back wall behind the pastor and allow for an almost
immediate reverberation directly back to the sound source.
Recommendation: Angle flexible sound system so that the sound hits and
moves to either side of the sound source

3

Sound Expansion at 20.5 ms

2

Sound Expansion at 43.5 ms

Sound waves move outward and hit against the side wall on the northwestern
corner of the sanctuary. This dampens the sound because it is a concrete surface
with carpet stairs and as the sound travels upward it loses frequency.
Recommendation: Add flexible system here so that the sound hits and doesn’t
dampen

5

Simultaneously, the eastern and southernmost structural walls get hit with the
sound. However it is noticeable that the eastern wall has not received full sound in
this way.
Recommendation: Can be resolved if the recommendation in frame 1 also
angles the sound upward towards the audience above the pastor

Sound Expansion at 36.5 ms

Sound Expansion at 49 ms

Sound Source: Pastor

Sound Source: Pastor

Sound Source: Pastor

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound waves move outward and hit against the side wall on the western corner of
the sanctuary. This dampens the sound because it is a concrete surface and as
the sound travels upward it loses frequency.
Recommendation: Add flexible system here so that the sound hits and doesn’t
dampen

4

As sound spreads, it finally reaches the concrete wall behind the northern seating
tier. In the simulation, only half of that seating tier has received the sound.
Recommendation: Angle the flexible sound system so that the sound hits and
moves downwards towards the other half of the tier

6
12’

8’

This tier’s seating finally hears the sound in total. This is the last area to receive
the sound in the entire sanctuary during a Protestant service.
Recommendation: Can be resolved if the recommendation in frame 4 moves the
sound downwards towards the other half of the tier
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Sound Expansion at 13 ms

1

Sound Expansion at 27.5 ms

Sound Source: Pastor

Sound Source: Pastor

Sound Source: Pastor

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound waves first hit this back wall behind the pastor and allow for an almost
immediate reverberation directly back to the sound source.
Recommendation: Angle flexible sound system so that the sound hits and moves
to either side of the sound source

3

Sound Expansion at 23.5 ms

2

40
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Sound Expansion at 39 ms

Sound waves simultaneously hit against the northwestern corner, the northern
corner and the western vault of the sanctuary. The sound will dampen in the
corners and loses frequency and will also hit the vault and refract back down.
Recommendation: Add flexible systems here so that the sound hits and doesn’t
dampen

5
12’

8’

Sound Expansion at 32.5 ms

The sound source appears to be at full expansion with all walls being touched. The
highest vault is reached and allows for another reverberation to be created.
Recommendation: Add flexible system here with the intent of dampening the
sound so that way an added reverberation won’t affect the sound

Sound Expansion at 47.5 ms

Sound Source: Pastor

Sound Source: Pastor

Sound Source: Pastor

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound waves move outward and hit against the side wall on the western corner of
the sanctuary. This dampens the sound because it is a concrete surface and as
the sound travels upward it loses frequency.
Recommendation: Add flexible system here so that the sound hits and doesn’t
dampen

4

As sound spreads, it reaches the top tier seating with a reverberation to quickly
follow. The tier refracts the sound and dampens it due to the concrete materiality.
Recommendation: Angle the flexible sound system so that the sound hits and
moves around the space without dampening the sound

6

The upper tier, and the two northwestern pointed barrel vaults all receive the
sound at this point. It is noticeable that the upper tier’s concrete dividers affect the
sound angle.
Recommendation: Can be resolved if the recommendation in frame 4 moves the
sound around the space without dampening the sound
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sound receiver testing

sound receiver testing

measuring initial sound definition

measuring initial sound reverberation time

62.5 Hz: 34.54% < 50%

1000 Hz: 44.2% < 50%

Sound Receiver 3 Definition
62.5 Hz: 12.48% < 50%

1000 Hz: 14.12% < 50%

125 Hz: 36.18% < 50%

2000 Hz: 43.52% < 50%

125 Hz: 12.9% < 50%

2000 Hz: 13.81% < 50%

250 Hz: 37.04% < 50%

4000 Hz: 41.01% < 50%

250 Hz: 13.66% < 50%

4000 Hz: 13.01% < 50%

500 Hz: 41.57% < 50%

8000 Hz: 40.39% < 50%

500 Hz: 16.5% < 50%

8000 Hz: 16.02% < 50%

Receiver 1
Receiver 3

Sound Receiver 1 Definition

Receiver 5

Receiver 4

Sound Receiver 1 Reverb
62.5 Hz: 2.01s > 1.9s

1000 Hz: 1.77s < 1.9s

Sound Receiver 3 Reverb
62.5 Hz: 1.91s > 1.9s

1000 Hz: 1.97s > 1.9s

125 Hz: 1.97s > 1.9s

2000 Hz: 1.86s < 1.9s

125 Hz: 1.91s > 1.9s

2000 Hz: 1.79s < 1.9s

250 Hz: 1.89s < 1.9s

4000 Hz: 1.87s < 1.9s

250 Hz: 1.91s > 1.9s

4000 Hz: 1.68s < 1.9s

500 Hz: 1.85s < 1.9s

8000 Hz: 1.83s < 1.9s

500 Hz: 1.69s < 1.9s

8000 Hz: 1.8s < 1.9s

Receiver 2

Sound Receiver 2 Definition
62.5 Hz: 16.05% < 50%

1000 Hz: 16.07% < 50%

Sound Receiver 4 Definition

Sound Receiver 5 Definition

62.5 Hz: 19.33% < 50%

1000 Hz: 26.75% < 50%

62.5 Hz: 47.28% < 50%

125 Hz: 12.06% < 50%

2000 Hz: 15.58% < 50%

125 Hz: 20.24% < 50%

2000 Hz: 24.95% < 50%

250 Hz: 15.23% < 50%

4000 Hz: 15.78% < 50%

250 Hz: 21.09% < 50%

500 Hz: 12.91% < 50%

8000 Hz: 16.88% < 50%

500 Hz: 22.23% < 50%

Chapel sound reverberation time
needs to be at least 1.9s to 2.5s
in order for the sound to be
clearly defined by the receiver at
different frequencies. It is clear
that sound reverberation time is
only confidently heard by the
receiver at the frequencies that
are boxed with red.

1000 Hz: 51.52% > 50%

Sound Receiver 2 Reverb
62.5 Hz: 1.95s > 1.9s

1000 Hz: 1.73s < 1.9s

Sound Receiver 4 Reverb

Sound Receiver 5 Reverb

62.5 Hz: 1.97s > 1.9s

1000 Hz: 1.91s > 1.9s

62.5 Hz: 2.07s > 1.9s

1000 Hz: 1.91s > 1.9s

125 Hz: 48.06% < 50%

2000 Hz: 52.44% > 50%

125 Hz: 1.91s > 1.9s

2000 Hz: 1.85s < 1.9s

125 Hz: 2.03s > 1.9s

2000 Hz: 1.78s < 1.9s

125 Hz: 2.02s > 1.9s

2000 Hz: 1.88s < 1.9s

4000 Hz: 22.84% < 50%

250 Hz: 47.95% < 50%

4000 Hz: 50.38% > 50%

250 Hz: 1.9s = 1.9s

4000 Hz: 1.68s < 1.9s

250 Hz: 1.91s > 1.9s

4000 Hz: 1.82s < 1.9s

250 Hz: 1.98s > 1.9s

4000 Hz: 1.94s > 1.9s

8000 Hz: 22.66% < 50%

500 Hz: 51.19% > 50%

8000 Hz: 51.21% > 50%

500 Hz: 1.77s < 1.9s

8000 Hz: 1.74s < 1.9s

500 Hz: 1.86s < 1.9s

8000 Hz: 1.7s < 1.9s

500 Hz: 1.86s < 1.9s

8000 Hz: 1.82s < 1.9s

Typical sound definition needs to be at least 50% in order for the sound to be clearly defined by
the receiver at different frequencies. It is clear that sound definition is only confidently heard by
the receivers at the frequencies that are boxed with red.
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Catholic religious group
typical chapel layout

In a Catholic mass, the Priest leads and all in attendance
are facing him. The Catholic faith follows very closely to
tradition. In a typical Catholic service, prayers are
conducted either standing up or sitting upright or kneeling
on the ground. Communion is also given to those who have
been baptized, so easy access to the Priest is important in
order to receive that Communion.
Cannon Chapel allows for the Catholic group to convene in
its space on Sundays to partake in Mass. The space is
typically occupied on the ground floor up to the first and
second tiered seating areas. Chairs are used on the ground
floor and pews are occupied in the tiered seating. The
group will face towards the Priest who typically will be
standing by the organ which is at the end of the ground
floor. There are roughly 50-60 participants in mass.

5am
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6am

7am

8am 9am 10am 11am 12pm 1pm

Catholic Mass

Catholic services on a Sunday

Catholic Mass

The Catholic religious group is
mid-sized group that occupies the
chapel. Acoustics in this specific
layout will be tested and eventually
resolved through the design of a
flexible acoustic system specific to
this religious group.

The Priest blessing the Catholic Mass’ communion that is to be given out to those who are in attendance at
Cannon Chapel.

2pm

3pm

4pm

5pm 6pm

7pm

The typical occupation of the Catholic religious group
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in-person acoustic testing
& how the sound affects the experience
The average person can hear between the range of 20 20,000 Hertz. The average human voice releases sound at a
frequency of around 440 Hz. This pitch of sound is also
considered to be a standard pitch for music around the
world.

Sound Source
Distance from Sound Source
to Sound Reciever
Sound Reciever

Tier 2

When participating in acoustic studies inside of Cannon
Chapel, this pitch was used as the sound source because
of its universal commonality. In the Catholic faith,
the Priest leads Mass and all in attendance are facing him.
In a typical Catholic service, prayers are conducted either
standing up or sitting upright or kneeling on the ground.
Communion is also given to those who have been baptized,
so easy access to the Priest is important in order to receive
that Communion.

Tier 1

Ground Floor
Tier 2

In these acoustic studies, the Priest is the sound source
and those in the congregation of around 50-60 people are
the sound receivers. Everyone who participates in
Catholic Mass occupies the ground floor, as well as tiers
one and two. This means that the sound has to be
transferred from the sound source to the sound receivers at
the same level as the sound source, and then upwards
towards these tiers.

In-person testing was done to express
the prominence of the acoustic
experience. It is visually represented
that the ground floor sound receivers
pick up on sound from the source
easier than the tier 1 sound receivers.
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Ground Floor

Sound Receiver Data with Sound Source at 440 Hz

Tier 1

Tier 2
Tier 1
Ground Floor
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The expression of acoustic prominence for the Catholic religious group
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digital acoustic testing

Sound Expansion at 4 ms

& how the sound affects the experience
With the Catholic group being laid out in its typical manner,
a digital sound study can be conducted to trace where
sound will spread and what anomalies will impact the
religious experience. The experience is heard by the
observers who occupy the ground floor, tier one, and tier
two seating while in a Catholic mass. As sound spreads
over the span of time, it becomes apparent that the
experience becomes altered for some observers based on
where they are seated or standing in the sanctuary space.

1

These particle sound study diagrams show exactly what is
happening at what exact time and point out where possible
sound anomalies are in the space after the sound is
released. By defining these issues and pointing out overall
anomalies, a flexible acoustic system can be mapped out
and placed to help improve the auditory experience.

Digital testing was done to illustrate
how the sound moves through the
space and what obstructions create
acoustic anomalies. The Catholic
religious group’s acoustic testing is as
follows:
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2

Sound Expansion at 27.5 ms

Sound Expansion at 43.5 ms

Sound Source: Priest

Sound Source: Priest

Sound Source: Priest

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound waves first hit this back wall behind the priest and allow for an almost
immediate reverberation directly back to the sound source.
Recommendation: Angle flexible sound system so that the sound hits and moves
to either side of the sound source

3

Sound waves move outward and hit against the side wall on the northwestern
corner of the sanctuary. This dampens the sound because it is a concrete surface
with carpet stairs and as the sound travels upward it loses frequency.
Recommendation: Add flexible system here so that the sound hits and doesn’t
dampen

5

Simultaneously, the eastern and southernmost structural walls get hit with the
sound. However it is noticeable that the eastern wall has not received full sound in
this way.
Recommendation: Can be resolved if the recommendation in frame 1 also
angles the sound upward towards the audience above the pastor

Sound Expansion at 20.5 ms

Sound Expansion at 36.5 ms

Sound Source: Priest

Sound Source: Priest

Sound Source: Priest

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound waves move outward and hit against the side wall on the western corner of
the sanctuary. This dampens the sound because it is a concrete surface and as
the sound travels, it loses frequency.
Recommendation: Add flexible system here so that the sound hits and doesn’t
dampen

4

As sound spreads, it finally reaches the concrete wall behind the northern seating
tier. In the simulation, only half of that seating tier has received the sound.
Recommendation: Angle the flexible sound system so that the sound hits and
moves downwards towards the other half of the tier

Sound Expansion at 49 ms

6
12’

8’

This tiers seating finally hears the sound in total. This is the last area to receive
the sound in the entire sanctuary during a Protestant service.
Recommendation: Can be resolved if the recommendation in frame 4 moves the
sound downwards towards the other half of the tier
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Sound Expansion at 13 ms

1

2
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Sound Expansion at 27.5 ms

Sound Expansion at 39 ms

Sound Source: Priest

Sound Source: Priest

Sound Source: Priest

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound waves first hit this back wall behind the pastor and allow for an almost
immediate reverberation directly back to the sound source.
Recommendation: Angle flexible sound system so that the sound hits and moves
to either side of the sound source

3

Sound waves simultaneously hit against the northwestern corner, the northern
corner and the western vault of the sanctuary. The sound will dampen in the corners and loses frequency and will also hit the vault and refract back down.
Recommendation: Add flexible systems here so that the sound hits and doesn’t
dampen

5
12’

8’

The sound source appears to be at full expansion with all walls being touched. The
highest vault is reached and allows for another reverberation to be created.
Recommendation: Add flexible system here with the intent of dampening the
sound so that way an added reverberation won’t affect the sound

Sound Expansion at 23.5 ms

Sound Expansion at 32.5 ms

Sound Expansion at 47.5 ms

Sound Source: Priest

Sound Source: Priest

Sound Source: Priest

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound waves move outward and hit against the side wall on the western corner of
the sanctuary. This dampens the sound because it is a concrete surface and as the
sound travels upward it loses frequency.
Recommendation: Add flexible system here so that the sound hits and doesn’t
dampen

4

As sound spreads, it reaches the top tier seating with a reverberation to quickly
follow. The tier refracts the sound and will dampen it due to the concrete.
Recommendation: Angle the flexible sound system so that the sound hits and
moves around the space without dampening the sound

6

The upper tier, and the two northwestern pointed barrel vaults all receive the
sound at this point. It is noticeable that the upper tier’s concrete dividers affect
the sound angle.
Recommendation: Can be resolved if the recommendation in frame 4 moves
the sound around the space without dampening the sound
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sound receiver testing

sound receiver testing

measuring initial sound definition

measuring initial sound reverberation time

62.5 Hz: 34.54% < 50%

1000 Hz: 44.2% < 50%

Sound Receiver 3 Definition
62.5 Hz: 12.48% < 50%

1000 Hz: 14.12% < 50%

125 Hz: 36.18% < 50%

2000 Hz: 43.52% < 50%

125 Hz: 12.9% < 50%

2000 Hz: 13.81% < 50%

250 Hz: 37.04% < 50%

4000 Hz: 41.01% < 50%

250 Hz: 13.66% < 50%

4000 Hz: 13.01% < 50%

500 Hz: 41.57% < 50%

8000 Hz: 40.39% < 50%

500 Hz: 16.5% < 50%

8000 Hz: 16.02% < 50%

Receiver 1
Receiver 3

Sound Receiver 1 Definition

Sound Receiver 1 Reverb
62.5 Hz: 2.01s > 1.9s

1000 Hz: 1.77s < 1.9s

Sound Receiver 3 Reverb
62.5 Hz: 1.91s > 1.9s

1000 Hz: 1.97s > 1.9s

125 Hz: 1.97s > 1.9s

2000 Hz: 1.86s < 1.9s

125 Hz: 1.91s > 1.9s

2000 Hz: 1.79s < 1.9s

250 Hz: 1.89s < 1.9s

4000 Hz: 1.87s < 1.9s

250 Hz: 1.91s > 1.9s

4000 Hz: 1.68s < 1.9s

500 Hz: 1.85s < 1.9s

8000 Hz: 1.83s < 1.9s

500 Hz: 1.69s < 1.9s

8000 Hz: 1.8s < 1.9s

Receiver 2

Sound Receiver 2 Definition
62.5 Hz: 16.05% < 50%

1000 Hz: 16.07% < 50%

Sound Receiver 2 Reverb
62.5 Hz: 1.95s > 1.9s

1000 Hz: 1.73s < 1.9s

125 Hz: 12.06% < 50%

2000 Hz: 15.58% < 50%

125 Hz: 1.91s > 1.9s

2000 Hz: 1.85s < 1.9s

250 Hz: 15.23% < 50%

4000 Hz: 15.78% < 50%

250 Hz: 1.9s = 1.9s

4000 Hz: 1.68s < 1.9s

500 Hz: 12.91% < 50%

8000 Hz: 16.88% < 50%

500 Hz: 1.77s < 1.9s

8000 Hz: 1.74s < 1.9s

Chapel sound reverberation time
needs to be at least 1.9s to 2.5s
in order for the sound to be
clearly defined by the receiver at
different frequencies. It is clear
that sound reverberation time is
only confidently heard by the
receiver at the frequencies that
are boxed with red.

Typical sound definition needs to be at least 50% in order for the sound to be clearly defined by
the receiver at different frequencies. It is clear that sound definition is not confidently heard by the
receivers at these specific frequencies.
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Islamic religious group
typical chapel layout

In the Islamic faith, prayers are typically held five times a
day. When these prayers are held in congregation, they are
led by the Imam. When praying, the congregation is
normally on rugs and are angled towards Mecca. Women do
not have to come partake in the congregation of prayer, but
if they do, it is traditional for the men and women to be
divided by a screen.
Cannon Chapel allows for the Islamic group to convene
throughout the week in its space to partake in the daily
prayers. The space is occupied only in the ground floor
and a wooden screen separates the men from the women.
Chairs are not used and the group kneels on rugs set out
throughout the space. The group will face towards Mecca
which would mean they are facing east. There are roughly
30-40 participants in these prayers.

5am
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6am

7am

8am 9am 10am 11am 12pm 1pm

2pm

3pm

4pm

5pm 6pm

Isha Prayer Time

Maghrib Prayer Time

Asr Prayer Time

Dhuhr Prayer Time

Islamic prayers throughout a day

Fajr Prayer Time

The Islamic religious group is the
smallest group to occupy the chapel
for any given service. Acoustics in this
specific layout will be tested and
eventually resolved through the
design of a flexible acoustic system
specific to this religious group.

Prayer to Mecca, Saudi Arabia from Atlanta, Georgia, USA. Those who participate in prayer inside of
Cannon Chapel angle themselves towards Mecca while praying.

7pm

The typical occupation of the Islamic religious group
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in-person acoustic testing
& how the sound affects the experience
The average person can hear between the range of 20 20,000 Hertz. The average human voice releases sound at a
frequency of around 440 Hz. This pitch of sound is also
considered to be a standard pitch for music around the
world.

Sound Source
Distance from Sound Source
to Sound Reciever
Sound Reciever

When participating in acoustic studies inside of Cannon
Chapel, this pitch was used as the sound source because
of its universal commonality. In the Islamic faith, prayers
are held in congregation and are led by the Imam. When
praying, the congregation is normally on rugs and are
angled towards Mecca and the Imam stands in front of the
group.

Ground Floor

In these acoustic studies, the Imam is the sound source
and those in the congregation of around 30-10 people are
the sound receivers. Because everyone who participates in
the Islamic prayer is on the same level and occupies the
same space, the sound can easily be transferred from the
sound source to the sound receivers in a straightforward
way. If the wooden screen that seperates the main
sanctuary from the secondary chapel space, the sound will
hit that wooden screen and return back to the congregation,
and then eventually to the Imam.

In-person testing was done to express
the prominence of the acoustic
experience. It is visually represented
that on the ground floor, the sound
receivers pick up on sound from the
source differently because of the
sound barrier that the divider creates.
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Ground Floor

Sound Receiver Data with Sound Source at 440 Hz

Ground Floor
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The expression of acoustic prominence for the Islamic religious group
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digital acoustic testing

Sound Expansion at 4 ms

& how the sound affects the experience
With the Islamic group being laid out in its typical manner, a
digital sound study can be conducted to trace where sound
will spread and what anomalies will impact the religious
experience. The experience is heard by the observers who
occupy the ground floor on rugs or pillows while
participating in traditional prayer. As sound spreads over
the span of time, it becomes apparent that the experience
becomes altered for some observers based on where they
are kneeling in the sanctuary space.

1

These particle sound study diagrams show exactly what is
happening at what exact time and point out where possible
sound anomalies are in the space after the sound is
released. By defining these issues and pointing out overall
anomalies, a flexible acoustic system can be mapped out
and placed to help improve the auditory experience.

Digital testing was done to illustrate
how the sound moves through the
space and what obstructions create
acoustic anomalies. The Islamic
religious group’s acoustic testing is as
follows:
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2

Sound Expansion at 31.5 ms

Sound Expansion at 41 ms

Sound Source: Imam

Sound Source: Imam

Sound Source: Imam

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound waves first hit this back wall behind the Imam and allow for an almost
immediate reverberation directly back to the sound source.
Recommendation: Angle flexible sound system so that the sound hits and moves
to either side of the sound source

3

As the sound waves move outward, there is a noticeable reduction in sound waves
that extend past the northwestern corner. The sound is dampened here and loses
frequency.
Recommendation: Add flexible system here so that the sound hits and doesn’t
dampen

5
12’

8’

The sound from the Imam finally reaches the southernmost wall with a
reverberation to follow closely and will reverb back towards the Imam.
Recommendation: Add flexible system here so that the sound hits and doesn’t
dampen

Sound Expansion at 22.5 ms

Sound Expansion at 35.5 ms

Sound Source: Imam

Sound Source: Imam

Sound Source: Imam

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound waves move upward and hit against the northern wall and both the
northwestern and northeastern corners simultaneously. This dampens the sound
because it is a concrete surface and as the sound travels, it loses frequency.
Recommendation: Add flexible system here so that the sound hits and doesn’t
dampen

4

Because the sound’s first physical contact was with the back wall behind the
Imam, there is a staggered reverberation time that sprawls through the space.
Recommendation: Can be resolved if the recommendation in frame 1 dampens
the sound

Sound Expansion at 56 ms

6
12’

8’

At this point the entire Islamic group is covered with sound with constant
reverberation happening within the enclosed ground floor space. Some sound
trickles through the screen.
Recommendation: Can be resolved if flexible system in frame 5 dampens the
sound
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Sound Expansion at 8.5 ms

1

Sound Expansion at 23.5 ms

Sound Source: Imam

Sound Source: Imam

Sound Source: Imam

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound waves first hit this back wall behind the Imam and allow for an almost
immediate reverberation directly back to the sound source.
Recommendation: Angle flexible sound system so that the sound hits and moves
to either side of the sound source

3

Sound Expansion at 16 ms

2
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Sound Expansion at 32 ms

Sound waves simultaneously hit against the northwestern corner, the
northerneastern corner and the western vault of the sanctuary. The sound will
dampen in the corners and loses frequency and will hit the vault and refract down.
Recommendation: Add flexible systems here so that the sound hits and doesn’t
dampen

5

There are multiple moments of reverberation here that could negatively impact the
sound.
Recommendation: Add flexible system here with the intent of dampening the
sound so that way an added reverberation won’t affect the sound

Sound Expansion at 27.5 ms

Sound Expansion at 39 ms

Sound Source: Imam

Sound Source: Imam

Sound Source: Imam

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound Interference

Sound waves move outward and hit against the side wall on the western corner of
the sanctuary. This dampens the sound because it is a concrete surface and as
the sound travels upward it loses frequency.
Recommendation: Add flexible system here so that the sound hits and doesn’t
dampen

4

As sound spreads, it reaches the top of the western pointing barrel vault with a
reverberation to quickly follow. The vault refracts the sound and will amplify it.
Recommendation: Angle the flexible sound system so that the sound hits and
dampens around the space

6
12’

8’

At this point the entire Islamic group is covered with sound with constant
reverberation happening within the enclosed ground floor space.
Recommendation: Can be resolved if flexible system in frame 4 dampens the
sound
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sound receiver testing

sound receiver testing

measuring initial sound definition

measuring initial sound reverberation time

Sound Receiver 1 Definition (Female)
62.5 Hz: 47.54% < 50%

Sound Receiver 1 Reverb (Female)

1000 Hz: 53.66% > 50%

62.5 Hz: 2.04s > 1.9s

1000 Hz: 1.79s < 1.9s

125 Hz: 1.98s > 1.9s

2000 Hz: 1.87s < 1.9s

Receiver 1

125 Hz: 47.94% < 50%

2000 Hz: 52.65% > 50%
Receiver 2

250 Hz: 48.70% < 50%

4000 Hz: 51.96% > 50%

250 Hz: 1.94s > 1.9s

4000 Hz: 1.84s < 1.9s

500 Hz: 52.75% > 50%

8000 Hz: 52.67% > 50%

500 Hz: 1.86s < 1.9s

8000 Hz: 1.87s < 1.9s

Sound Receiver 2 Definition (Male)
62.5 Hz: 53.97% > 50%

1000 Hz: 58.03% > 50%

Sound Receiver 2 Reverb (Male)
62.5 Hz: 2.05s > 1.9s

1000 Hz: 1.84s < 1.9s

125 Hz: 53.44% > 50%

2000 Hz: 57.86% > 50%

125 Hz: 1.98s > 1.9s

2000 Hz: 1.86s < 1.9s

250 Hz: 54.94% > 50%

4000 Hz: 55.82% > 50%

250 Hz: 1.97s > 1.9s

4000 Hz: 1.93s > 1.9s

500 Hz: 57.72% > 50%

8000 Hz: 57.16% > 50%

500 Hz: 1.82s < 1.9s

8000 Hz: 1.86s < 1.9s

Chapel sound reverberation time
needs to be at least 1.9s to 2.5s
in order for the sound to be
clearly defined by the receiver at
different frequencies. It is clear
that sound reverberation time is
only confidently heard by the
receiver at the frequencies that
are boxed with red.

Typical sound definition needs to be at least 50% in order for the sound to be clearly defined by
the receiver at different frequencies. It is clear that sound definition is confidently heard by the
receivers at the frequencies that are boxed with red.
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DESIGN RESOLUTIONS
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In order to revise these acoustic inaccuracies, a flexible acoustic system is necessary for each
religious group’s typical chapel layout. This system will be used to improve the proven acoustic
inaccuracies and will be just as flexible as the other memoribilia that each religious group uses in
its typical layout.
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Protestant religious group
acoustic design considerations

System Program - Convex Curvilinear Surface
Because this religious group occupies the entire sanctuary, sound should be amplified and
maybe even dampened in certain areas if needed. The system will be very similar to the
system implemented for the Catholic religious group because needs are similar.

Wooden Parquet Floors
This material is located
throughout the sanctuary
and can be used to
amplify sound

Carpet / Fabric
This material is located
throughout the sanctuary
and can be used to
dampen sound

Materiality Goal - Amplify as well as Dampen the Sound
The materiality of the convex curvilinear surface should resemble its surrounding context while
also achieving its acoustic resolution goal.
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Form - Wooden Convex Curvilinear Surface
Sound becomes angled towards all who are attending service throughout the chapel which will
exentuate the religious experience. The wood of the system will be triangular to allow for sound
to reflect quickly and its convex form angles the sound outward in all directions.

1. Allow for sound to reach entire space and
all occupants and then maybe dampen the
sound if needed
2. Dampening would occur behind the upper
seating and amplification would occur at the
source
Islamic System Design Goals

The flexible acoustic system will potentially be placed behind the pastor for the Protestant religious
group to revise the sound issues that occur in these spots. This system will be tested for accuracy
and revisions will be made if needed.
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Protestant religious group
the cross acoustic system

In order to make sure that the Protestant faith has the best
sound experience, this flexible acoustic system must be
implemented. This sound system allows for all of those who
are attending service to hear the pastor at the highest
quality. Many tests were done to prove the accuracy of this
system and this is the final product.
The system is capable of being broken down at the seam
for easy flexible storage when other religious groups are in
practice.

The cross was chosen for the form
because of its relevance to the
Protestant faith.
The Cross Acoustic System is designed to curve in a convex fashion around the sound that the sound
source releases and automatically directs it outwards towards the entire sanctuary.

The Cross Acoustic System is designed with the original purpose of resembling the cross that Jesus died
on. This original design concept was then morphed and folded to create an effective acoustic system.
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The Cross acoustic system in its typical layout for the Protestant religious group.
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final sound receiver testing

final sound receiver testing

measuring sound definition with acoustic system

Sound Receiver 3 Definition
62.5 Hz: 17.33% > 12.48%

1000 Hz: 21.96% > 14.12%

125 Hz: 53.07% > 36.18%

2000 Hz: 57.06% > 43.52%

125 Hz: 18.08% > 12.9%

2000 Hz: 22.88% > 13.81%

250 Hz: 54.52% > 37.04%

4000 Hz: 56.33% > 41.01%

250 Hz: 17.31% > 13.66%

4000 Hz: 20.98% > 13.01%

500 Hz: 56.22% > 41.57%

8000 Hz: 57.5% > 40.39%

500 Hz: 20.95% > 16.5%

8000 Hz: 22.63% > 16.02%

Receiver 5

1000 Hz: 58.06% > 44.2%

62.5 Hz: 1.99s > 2.01s

1000 Hz: 1.87s > 1.77s

Sound Receiver 3 Reverb
62.5 Hz: 1.92s > 1.91s

1000 Hz: 1.99s > 1.97s

125 Hz: 2.03s > 1.97s

2000 Hz: 1.89s > 1.86s

125 Hz: 1.94s > 1.91s

2000 Hz: 1.81s > 1.79s

250 Hz: 2.00s > 1.89s

4000 Hz: 1.91s > 1.87s

250 Hz: 1.94s > 1.91s

4000 Hz: 1.73s > 1.68s

500 Hz: 1.95s > 1.85s

8000 Hz: 1.87s > 1.83s

500 Hz: 1.81s > 1.69s

8000 Hz: 1.89s > 1.8s

Sound Receiver 1 Reverb
Receiver 1
Receiver 3

62.5 Hz: 51.42% > 34.54%

Sound Receiver 1 Definition

measuring sound reverberation time with acoustic system

Receiver 4

Receiver 2

Sound Receiver 4 Reverb

Chapel sound reverberation time
needs to be at least 1.9s to 2.5s
in order for the sound to be
clearly defined by the receiver at
different frequencies. It is clear
that sound reverberation time is
only confidently heard by the
receiver at all frequencies.

Sound Receiver 2 Definition
62.5 Hz: 33.62% > 16.05%

1000 Hz: 42.05% > 16.07%

62.5 Hz: 25.52% > 19.33%

Sound Receiver 4 Definition
1000 Hz: 33.75% > 26.75%

62.5 Hz: 48.92% > 47.28%

Sound Receiver 5 Definition
1000 Hz: 51.78% > 51.52%

Sound Receiver 2 Reverb
62.5 Hz: 1.97s > 1.95s

1000 Hz: 1.82s > 1.73s

62.5 Hz: 2.02s > 1.97s

1000 Hz: 1.96s > 1.91s

62.5 Hz: 2.10s > 2.07s

Sound Receiver 5 Reverb
1000 Hz: 1.97s > 1.91s

125 Hz: 33.18% > 12.06%

2000 Hz: 38.87% > 15.58%

125 Hz: 25.45% > 20.24%

2000 Hz: 32.89% > 24.95%

125 Hz: 49.66% > 48.06%

2000 Hz: 50.20% > 52.44%

125 Hz: 2.01s > 1.91s

2000 Hz: 1.85s = 1.85s

125 Hz: 2.05s > 2.03s

2000 Hz: 1.82s > 1.78s

125 Hz: 2.08s > 2.02s

2000 Hz: 1.9s > 1.88s

250 Hz: 34.84% > 15.23%

4000 Hz: 37.66% > 15.78%

250 Hz: 25.51% > 21.09%

4000 Hz: 28.89% > 22.84%

250 Hz: 48.24% > 47.95%

4000 Hz: 47.56% > 50.38%

250 Hz: 1.93s > 1.9s

4000 Hz: 1.97s > 1.68s

250 Hz: 1.98s > 1.91s

4000 Hz: 1.87s > 1.82s

250 Hz: 2.01s > 1.98s

4000 Hz: 1.98s > 1.94s

500 Hz: 36.82% > 12.91%

8000 Hz: 37.82% > 16.88%

500 Hz: 29.35% > 22.23%

8000 Hz: 31.56% > 22.66%

500 Hz: 51.62% > 51.19%

8000 Hz: 46.59% > 51.21%

500 Hz: 2.03s > 1.77s

8000 Hz: 1.89s > 1.74s

500 Hz: 1.91s > 1.86s

8000 Hz: 1.78s > 1.7s

500 Hz: 1.95s > 1.86s

8000 Hz: 1.89s > 1.82s

Typical sound definition needs to be at least 50% in order for the sound to be clearly defined by
the receiver at different frequencies. It is clear that sound definition is only confidently heard by
the receivers at all frequencies.
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Catholic religious group
acoustic design consideraations

System Program - Angled Curvilinear Surface
Because this religious group occupies the main floor as well as seating above, sound should
be angled and focused in this general area. Catholic mass consists of half of the chapel’s
occupation, so sound amplification needs to be condidered.

Wooden Parquet Floors
This material is located
throughout the sanctuary
and can be used to
amplify sound

Carpet / Fabric
This material is located
throughout the sanctuary
and can be used to
dampen sound

Materiality Goal - Amplify the Sound
The materiality of the angled curvilinear surface should resemble its surrounding context while
also achieving its acoustic resolution goal.
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Form - Wooden Angled Curvilinear Surface
Sound becomes angled towards those on the ground floor as well as those who are seated a
tier or two above which will exentuate the religious experience. The wood of the system allows
for sound to reflect quickly and its angled form directs the sound throughout the space.

1. Keep sound focused on religious group
who will be seated on the ground floor as
well as on the two tiers above
2. Design a main angled curvilinear
structure that works to amplify the sound to
the main chapel space
Islamic System Design Goals

The flexible acoustic system will potentially be placed behind the priest for the Catholic religious
group to revise the sound issues that occur in these spots. This system will be tested for accuracy
and revisions will be made if needed.
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Catholic religious group
the rosary acoustic system

In order to make sure that the Catholic faith has the best
sound experience, this flexible acoustic system must be
implemented. This sound system allows for all of those who
are attending mass to hear the priest at the highest quality.
Many tests were done to prove the accuracy of this system
and this is the final product.
The system is capable of being broken down at the seam
for easy flexible storage when other religious groups are in
practice.

The Catholic rosary was chosen for
the form because of its relevance to
the Catholic faith.
The Rosary Acoustic System is designed to curve in a convex fashion around the sound that the sound
source releases and automatically directs it down and outwards towards those in Catholic mass.

The Rosary Acoustic System is designed with the original purpose of resembling a rosary or Catholic cross.
This original design concept was then morphed and folded to create an effective acoustic system.
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The Rosary acoustic system in its typical layout for the Catholic religious group.
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final sound receiver testing

final sound receiver testing

measuring sound definition with acoustic system
1000 Hz: 58.06% > 44.2%

Sound Receiver 3 Definition
62.5 Hz: 17.33% > 12.48%

1000 Hz: 21.96% > 14.12%

125 Hz: 53.07% > 36.18%

2000 Hz: 57.06% > 43.52%

125 Hz: 18.08% > 12.9%

2000 Hz: 22.88% > 13.81%

250 Hz: 54.52% > 37.04%

4000 Hz: 56.33% > 41.01%

250 Hz: 17.31% > 13.66%

4000 Hz: 20.98% > 13.01%

500 Hz: 56.22% > 41.57%

8000 Hz: 57.5% > 40.39%

500 Hz: 20.95% > 16.5%

8000 Hz: 22.63% > 16.02%

62.5 Hz: 1.99s > 2.01s

1000 Hz: 1.87s > 1.77s

Sound Receiver 3 Reverb
62.5 Hz: 1.92s > 1.91s

1000 Hz: 1.99s > 1.97s

125 Hz: 2.03s > 1.97s

2000 Hz: 1.89s > 1.86s

125 Hz: 1.94s > 1.91s

2000 Hz: 1.81s > 1.79s

250 Hz: 2.00s > 1.89s

4000 Hz: 1.91s > 1.87s

250 Hz: 1.94s > 1.91s

4000 Hz: 1.73s > 1.68s

500 Hz: 1.95s > 1.85s

8000 Hz: 1.87s > 1.83s

500 Hz: 1.81s > 1.69s

8000 Hz: 1.89s > 1.8s

Sound Receiver 1 Reverb
Receiver 1
Receiver 3

62.5 Hz: 51.42% > 34.54%

Sound Receiver 1 Definition

measuring sound reverberation time with acoustic system

Receiver 2

Sound Receiver 2 Definition
62.5 Hz: 33.62% > 16.05%

1000 Hz: 42.05% > 16.07%

Sound Receiver 2 Reverb
62.5 Hz: 1.97s > 1.95s

1000 Hz: 1.82s > 1.73s

125 Hz: 33.18% > 12.06%

2000 Hz: 38.87% > 15.58%

125 Hz: 2.01s > 1.91s

2000 Hz: 1.85s = 1.85s

250 Hz: 34.84% > 15.23%

4000 Hz: 37.66% > 15.78%

250 Hz: 1.93s > 1.9s

4000 Hz: 1.97s > 1.68s

500 Hz: 36.82% > 12.91%

8000 Hz: 37.82% > 16.88%

500 Hz: 2.03s > 1.77s

8000 Hz: 1.89s > 1.74s

Chapel sound reverberation time
needs to be at least 1.9s to 2.5s
in order for the sound to be
clearly defined by the receiver at
different frequencies. It is clear
that sound reverberation time is
only confidently heard by the
receiver at all frequencies.

Typical sound definition needs to be at least 50% in order for the sound to be clearly defined by
the receiver at different frequencies. It is clear that sound definition is not confidently heard by the
receivers at all frequencies.
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Islamic religious group
acoustic design considerations

System Program - Concave Curvilinear Surface
Because this religious group occupies the main floor, sound should be angled and focused in
this general area. Islamic prayer consists of praying on sound absorbing rugs, so sound
amplification needs to be condidered.

Wooden Parquet Floors
This material is located
throughout the sanctuary
and can be used to
amplify sound

Carpet / Fabric
This material is located
throughout the sanctuary
and can be used to
dampen sound

Materiality Goal - Amplify the Sound
The materiality of the concave curvilinear surface should resemble its surrounding context
while also achieving its acoustic resolution goal.
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Form - Wooden Concave Curvilinear Surface
Sound becomes angled towards those participating in prayer below which will exentuate the
religious experience. The wood of the system allows for sound to reflect quickly and its concave form angles the sound downward.

1. Keep sound focused on religious group
who will be in prayer on the ground floor
2. Design a main concave curvilinear
structure that works to angle the sound to
participants in prayer
Islamic System Design Goals

The flexible acoustic system will potentially be placed in front of the Imam for the Islamic religious
group to revise the sound issues that occur in these spots. This system will be tested for accuracy
and revisions will be made if needed.
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Islamic religious group
thr eight point star acoustic system
In order to make sure that the Islamic faith has the best
sound experience, this flexible acoustic system must be
implemented. This sound system allows for all of those who
are attending Islamic prayer to hear the Imam at the highest
quality. Many tests were done to prove the accuracy of this
system and this is the final product.
The system is capable of being broken down at the seam
for easy flexible storage when other religious groups are in
practice.

The eight point star was chosen for
the form because of its relevance to
the Islamic faith.
The Islamic Eight Point Star Acoustic System is designed to curve around the sound that the sound source
releases and automatically directs it down towards those in prayer below the Imam.

The Islamic Eight Point Star Acoustic System is designed with the original purpose of resembling an eight
point star. This original design concept was then morphed and folded to create an effective acoustic system.
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The Eight Point Star acoustic system in its typical layout for the Islamic religious group.
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final sound receiver testing

final sound receiver testing

measuring sound definition with acoustic system

measuring sound reverberation time with acoustic system

Sound Receiver 1 Definition (Female)
62.5 Hz: 55.85% > 47.54%

Sound Receiver 1 Reverb (Female)

1000 Hz: 61.44% > 53.66%

62.5 Hz: 2.07s > 2.04s

1000 Hz: 1.88s > 1.79s

125 Hz: 2.04s > 1.98s

2000 Hz: 1.88s > 1.87s

Receiver 1

125 Hz: 56.49% > 47.94%

2000 Hz: 60.95% > 52.65%
Receiver 2

250 Hz: 56.81% > 48.70%

4000 Hz: 59.18% > 51.96%

250 Hz: 1.94s = 1.94s

4000 Hz: 1.91s > 1.84s

500 Hz: 60.16% > 52.75%

8000 Hz: 61.20% > 52.67%

500 Hz: 1.87s > 1.86s

8000 Hz: 1.90s > 1.87s

Sound Receiver 2 Definition (Male)
62.5 Hz: 57.45% > 53.97%

1000 Hz: 62.29% > 58.03%

Sound Receiver 2 Reverb (Male)
62.5 Hz: 2.11s > 2.05s

1000 Hz: 1.84s = 1.84s

125 Hz: 57.69% > 53.44%

2000 Hz: 60.90% > 57.86%

125 Hz: 2.06s > 1.98s

2000 Hz: 1.86s > 1.86s

250 Hz: 58.12% > 54.94%

4000 Hz: 59.66% > 55.82%

250 Hz: 1.95s > 1.97s

4000 Hz: 1.95s > 1.93s

500 Hz: 61.71% > 57.72%

8000 Hz: 60.10% > 57.16%

500 Hz: 1.85s > 1.82s

8000 Hz: 1.88s > 1.86s

Chapel sound reverberation time
needs to be at least 1.9s to 2.5s
in order for the sound to be
clearly defined by the receiver at
different frequencies. It is clear
that sound reverberation time is
only confidently heard by the
receiver at all frequencies.

Typical sound definition needs to be at least 50% in order for the sound to be clearly defined by
the receiver at different frequencies. It is clear that sound definition is confidently heard by the
receivers at all frequencies.
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the acoustic systems

the acoustic systems

how they work

flexible assembly

Cross and Rosary System

Both acoustic systems are designed to take sound that
expands from the original speaker or sound source and
angle the sound towards those who are in the service of a
specific religious group. Both systems have been proven to
advance and define the sound and work to improve each
religious experience.

Eight Point Star System

Protestant religious group - The Cross acoustic system is
designed to expand the sound outward towards those who
may be seated further away from the sound source.
Catholic religious group - The Rosary acoustic system is
designed to allow for sound to expand outwards towards
the first and second tiers.
Islamic religious group - The Eight-point Star acoustic
system is designed to angle sound downward towards the
ground floor seating area to allow for an optimal sound
experience for those participating in prayer.

The Rosary and Cross Acoustic Systems are designed to equally angle the sound released from the priest
or pastor towards those who are seated on ground floor as well as those who may be seated above.

Assembly of each unit is designed to be quick and easy.
Because each device needs to be flexibly stored, the
structural framing is also designed to be able to fold over to
compact the size. After that, the unit can be rolled away into
storage until that specific religious group reconvenes.

The acoustic systems fulfill their
intended purpose and work to remove
any acoustic imbalances for each
religious group’s experience.

The Islamic Eight Point Star Acoustic System is designed to equally angle the sound released from the
Imam both towards the men and women who are in prayer.

These two systems are able to bebroken down at the seam and then fold over onto themselves for
easy storage. They are also on wheels so that the systems can move very easily.
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